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He!i copter evacuitliollS of casualties have saved hundreds of lives in 
the Korean war. The ever-handy "egg-beater" is the safe answer to all 
cvacuat,ion problems. IIere an American '<.:opter sets down jn a frozen 
paddy-field to collect Australian stretcher-cases handed in hy mates of 
Third Battalion, R.A.R. 

MOUNTAIN WARFARE 

TilE "Medical" problems of Muulltain Warfare have probably varied little 
over rnany decancs and even centuries. A~ Time, the scientilic lnethods of 
c011trol of disease and morlern methods of transporration have progressed, so 
the acrual dirliculLics have perhaps diminished. But with our modern ideas 
of the standards of medical and surgical [rcarment and the desire for the 
maximum elimination of shock and its scque1re the merlical difficulties of 
mountain warfare have proh<lbly not appreciably decreased. 

From the days of Alexander ancl Hannihal , Wellington and The Corsican, 
Cnmberlanu and Rohert The Bruce; from the actions of Spion Kop, Darg.rti and 
Momc Bello the main problem for the Regimcmal Medical Officer or Field 
Ambulance Commander, or th ei r equivalents, of the evacuation of hattle 
casu allies and sick from mountain pickets and clown precipitous slopes has 
probably remained and still remains much the same. In the end the main 
problem and solution is the hanc! carriage of casualties by the personal effort of 

. the medical unit or Regimental Stretcher Bearer. 
In several recent .rtrtides in the Journal and in some illustrations in this 
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number the medical problems of mountain or jungle warfare and their solution' 
have received attention. We believe that eVetl now in the fighting iriKorea 
arid in the magnificent epic of the 29th Brigade some of the' main difficulties 
of Medical Office.rs and Men of the Medical Services are those of mountain 
warfare and the evacuation of casualtiesfrorn mountain positions. We would 
tertai.nly .all be most grateful for some accounts of these problems and their 
solution when those who are partaking in this present war can spare the time. 

In the last two World Wars and the more restricted wars between, consider
able attention was given to this problem of c.asualty evacuation from mountain 
tops. Hand carriage of course remained the main method. But mules and hill 
ponies with "travois" or "kajawahs" in various forms and under various names 
and the Hamilton saddle. were .also extensively used, for example in the cam
paigns in Serbia, Greece and Italy in World War I and in the Eritrean campaign 
at Karen and subsequent battles and in the Burma campaigns of World War H. 
But even with the use of mules and the various carrying appliances used with 
them the process was slow, required many personnel for .individual effort and a 
chain of relay posts for relief of the casualty' and the attendant. 

For hand carriage (apart from ancillary equipment), physical strength, fit
ness, bravery and the utmost patience are the four main requirements for medi
cal personnel engaged therein. From the heights of Keren stretcher bearers, six 
and even eight to a stretcher, took many, many hours to bring each casualty 
down to the chain of relief posts; on one occasion in the Arakan over the knife
edge, bamboo-matted. hill crests of the steamy Yomas we saw sixteen stretcher 
bearers stagger into the A.D.S. who had taken seventeen hours to bring, five 
serious casualties in from the R.A.P. only half a mile away. in direct distance; 
the casualties were in reasonable condition, the bearers were exhausted. 

Many attempts have been made to devise .improved equiprrient for hand 
carriage in mountain warfare. The sirriplest and most effective individual means 
is, or rather was in view of alterations in clothing, the puttee used as a brow
band~sling in which the casualty sits. The trained bearer can with relative ease 
carry a patient for long distances down many hundreds of feet even in 
extremely difficult country. . 

Many types of stretcher have been attempted; but with trained bearers it 
is the' ordinary stap.dard British Army stretcher which probably proves to be 
the most useful in the end from its -simplicity, strength and stability. Of 
modifications an R.A.F. pattern has proved of use, an A.R.P, pattern was tried 
out and the lightweight Parachute-Forces pattern would appear to have a 
definite value, it such a pattern was avai~(/Jb.z.e when required. Of the single 
pole, variety of stretcher for two' men to carry loaded' downhill the «Thompson 
hill-stretcher" was found in Palestine, Eritrea and on the Indian Frontier to 
be most effective. Unloaded, one bearer could carry it uphill on his back, 
leaving hands and feet free for climbing; loaded, two strong men could easily 
ca.rry a casualty who was strapped securely in the ne~-hammock beneath the 
pol~ down the most precipitous tracks. 
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In the Swiss and Norwegian armies much use is made of enclosed hammock 
types,. after the mariner of our Neil-Robertson stretche1;~ an€! transportation 
downhill is done by means of temporary improvised aerial ropeways to get 
patients down really precipitous places. From snow-covered slopes transporta
tion on ski-stretchers is practised and training of medical units includes exten
sive instruction' in improvisation and the use of standard equipment for this 
purpose. 
. With the modern development of motor vehicles, the Jeep, Landrover and 
tracked carriers can, in fact, penetrate into many a mountain range where 
horsed v'ehicles ,and the earlier Illotor ambulance could not possibly b~ used and 
this has materially eased the later stages of casualty evacuation from mountain 
warfare. When 17 Indian Division advanced over the 9,000 ft. Tiddim ranges 
and in the mountain fighting in the campaign in Italy, Jeeps and tanks gave 
great help in the transportation of certain casualties. , . . 

And now we have the mostftiodern aid in the form of the Helicopter which 
it appears can in truth snatch casualties from all types of mountain. heights 
where fighting formations ,can go; provided a small landing space can be made 
available and providing always that enemy attentions and the god of weather 
and storm permit. The comfort of the casualty and his subsequent freedom 
from shock and fatigue ,must be in great contrast to the results of the more 
ancient types of transportation. 

But there are other medical problems of mountain warfare than those of 
casualty transportation.. There is the main problem of health preservation. 

It is in the mountain or rather in the submontagne areas that malaria can 
be so rife and so virulent; Salonika, the B.alkans, the Arakan and New Guinea 
all immediately spring to mind in this' connexion. It is in the mountain areas 
that temperature ranges am so great and sudde'n, from the hot steamy valleys 
to the cold snow-covered crests and biting blizzards; necessitating completely 
different types of clothing and the provision of heavy woollen over-clothing, 
and presenting special medical problems of exposure and exhaustion for battle 
casualties and sick. It is in the mountain areas that special medical conditions 
arise such as mountain sickness and snow blindness. It is in mountain areas 
that camp and picket hygiene can be so difficult. 

Training, special instruction by those with previous experience and finally 
acclimatization will go far to solve these problems. We trust that we may 
receive in due course one or two articles from those engaged in the Korean 
mountain campaigns which will further this training for future generations. It 
is only wide general knowledg-e, adaptability and a patient perserverance which 
can finally cope with the medical problems of mountain warfare . 
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